Shonihari

Week 9 (7) 3/17

How to use Jaku-san (non-insertive Sanryoshin for baby’s blood stasis)
How to relate to the child. Methods to stop their crying.
Advising parents regarding suggestions:
How to approach children, short overview of advised diets?

How to read the surface of the body?

TIPS FOR SHONIHARI
*Because,
Primary sense of children is instinct
and Genius.
To come in contact with gentle face.
・If children cry, then try to take care on a case by
case basis.
・Never show the Doc.’s sharp tools.

Try communicate well with children's
world.
・Pain, Fear, Cry, Needle are “Taboo Words”
・The moment of inhalation is when the child can
hear your voice

To imitate an animal sound (voice).
・Attract the children into the table with toys and
sounds.

Three level of improvable skin condition:
1.
Jakusan; More dry, hard = Blood stasis
2.
Taishi needle; Medium = Ki stagnation
3.
Moxa or warming technique;
Less dryness and wet around point softer dry towel
= Deficient type blood/water Jaki

How to use Jakusan
After treat their coarse area with Taishi needle,
You may find rough points still there. Then, you think to use
Jakusan.
A.
Hold needle through window that opened lower side of the
needle with index and thumb.
B.
Top of the needle and tube is controlled by side of index finger.
C.
Place the needle on the point about right angle.
D.
Hit the top of needle with other hand’s index.
E.
Adjust the depth and strength of tap to the level of skin
condition.
F.
The rhythm of hand: during manipulation is 150 times/min.

Education of the Guardian
There are differences between pediatric and
adult tx.
It is not possible for a child to come to the
clinic alone.
It is suggested to complement and admire the
child in the presence of the guardian. This will
gain their attention, and then you can more
easily tell them whatever important matters
they need to hear. Finally, their parents may
understand the importance of Hari therapy.

Try to speak according to their ages.
・Specific topics may help your conversation. TV
programs, Characters, Hobbies.

To find a way to have those children
naturally follow you rather than you
chase them.
Children may follow you if you attract their mind.

<SECRET> TECHNIQUE
If children feel comfortable and happy, surely their
parents also may feel happy at that time.
When treating the stiffest part of the body or you feel
“this treatment is working now”,
Suddenly ask to them “How do you feel?”
Try to let children say “It is comfortable! (or Good!)”
(To draw out this word is very important)

Diets
Sugary foods __ Dependence, sweet kid with spoiled and cranky
Fatty foods (cheese, etc) __Genius with little spiteful, nightmares
Refined Salt __ Bossy crazy (junk) friend.
From the beginning baby has a lot of salt in their body which come
from mother blood. Don’t replace it with Refined Salt.
Junk foods (General fast foods) __ Combination of three
powerful or week poison: Sugar+Fat and refined Salt

Have More to Say?
Finish the treatment with smile so children feel good and want
to come again! Next time Children brings their family to the
clinic.

